Motions for the Phoenix CC AGM 2018

1. Eamon Burns proposes
‘That the club to consider including Glendale in our club league.
I know that a degree of animosity exists between Glendale and ourselves for many years although
the vast majority of members in both clubs are unaware that it exists, nevertheless it does. Surely
the time has come to put it to rest.
I have quietly liaised with senior members of both Maryland and Glendale and both are willing to
come on board. Glendale have offered to run and marshal one of our league races, this would in
someway help to ease the problem we encounter yearly in finding helpers for the club league. Their
addition would also help to increase the falling off entries we have in the league races this last
couple of years.
This may be our last chance to reconcile our differences between the two clubs, whatever was said,
whatever as done. Glendale have reached out the hand of friendship, please let's take the
opportunity to come together in true friendship and put all bad feeling behind us.
Hopefully my proposal will prove to be favourable with club members at the AGM and that both
clubs can enjoy the league races with true sportsmanship and competitiveness that our league races
bring.’
2. Maurice McCoy proposes
‘Can an option in the club kit be available where the white in the long sleeve jersey is replaced by the
existing green.
A number of members have expressed a view that the rigours of our winter weather results in heavy
staining of the white colour and despite care taken while washing the jersey the white quickly turns
to an ugly grey. This is very unsightly and not a great advert for the club.
I and many others are discouraged from buying PCC winter jerseys and will buy other non-PCC
jerseys to wear on club and non-club runs, during the long winters, due to this issue with our current
jersey colour combinations.
If an alternative option was available then this would greatly help maintain the look of our kit, while
at the same time maintaining the same colour combination associated with the PCC kit. More
members would buy our winter kit and in-turn wear it during the winter, thereby promoting this
great club. Other clubs have done similar and I don’t imagine it would be difficult for our current kit
provider, Powerhouse, to provide this additional option.’

3. Jerry Staple proposes
Due to very low (non-existent) numbers and the rotating captains I propose that the C run should be
just on Saturdays only.

